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The magnetic properties and electronic structure of bcc Fe–Co alloys and multilayers are
investigated with the first-principles molecular cluster discrete variational method. The density of
states and the contact interactions are obtained for the central atom of each cluster. Besides the local
magnetic moment and the isomer shift the occupancies of 3d, 4s, and 4p shells are investigated
when Co atoms are introduced in the immediate vicinity of iron sites. The calculations indicate a
varying magnetic moment for Fe atoms and a constant value for Co atoms which is in agreement
with experiments. For the superstructures, our results indicate a strong dependence of the local
moment, contact field, and isomer shift for Fe atoms with the thick of iron layers. The internal field
increases for thicker Fe layers while the local moment decreases which is also in accordance with
experimental predictions. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~99!01608-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the years, the magnetic properties of the bcc ph
of Fe–Co alloys have been investigated by means of sev
theoretical1–7 and experimental techniques,8–15,17,18 mostly
concerning the dependence of the bulk magnetization w
composition as well as the ordering–disordering process.
cobalt content up to about 0.7 at. %, these alloys form a s
solution with B2 structure. The Fe–Co alloys have an
tremely high Curie temperature and the highest satura
induction at room temperature; 24.5 kG at 35 at. % C
which deviates from the Slater–Pauling curve. Higher p
meability and lower values of saturation induction are o
tained in equiatomic alloys, because of their low magne
crystalline anisotropy. These alloys exhibit face-center
cubic ~fcc! structures above 912–986 °C at about 70 at
Co, whereas the low-temperature structure is body-cente
cubic ~bcc!.

In earlier studies, the magnetic behavior of these all
with composition was explained with the additivity o
the contributions from solutes in the nearest shells of ne
bors around an iron atom, which worked reasonably wel
dilute samples.8,11–13,16 Further improvements in the
experimental15,18–20 and theoretical21,5–7 works were at-
tempted in order to describe the observed results and
somewhat unusual physical properties of this alloy syst
The concentration dependence of the saturation magne
tion has been interpreted as a transition from weak to str
ferromagnetism in the range of composition up to 30 at
Co.15

Band-structure calculations using the augment
spherical-wave method were performed in the bcc Fe
~equiatomic!, in the local-spin-density approximatio
~LSDA!, to study the behavior of the magnetic moment a
the equilibrium lattice constants.5 The results indicate tha
the average magnetic moment does not vary linearly w
5780021-8979/99/86(1)/578/6/$15.00
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composition, and the observed increase is caused by an
crease of the local iron moment, while the cobalt mom
remains constant. The magnetic properties of disorde
Fe–Co alloys have been also calculated by using a tig
binding scheme in a single-site approximation, employ
the Slater–Koster parametrized method.6 The calculations
indicated that the magnetization of the alloys at the cob
rich side depends on the number of availabled holes, while
for the iron-rich alloys it is influenced by a weak electron
electron interaction, being that the intersection of these
effects occurs at about 30 at. % Co, where it produces
sharpest maximum on the Slater–Pauling curves.

The local density of 3d electrons at Fe atoms in differen
concentrations in Fe–Co alloys were investigated by Ha
deh et al., by electron-energy-loss spectrometry~EELS!.15

According to their results, the change in the total number
3d electrons at the iron atoms was much smaller than
increase in them value, which indicated changes in the pop
lation of both spin-up and spin-down bands. Besides,
magnetic moment increased from 2.22mB in pure iron to
about 3.0mB at 70 at. % Co. In fact, the results showed th
the average number of spin-up 3d electrons increases in thi
concentration range, whereas the spin-down occupancy
creases, together with the 4s population. Moreover, the av
erage hyperfine field increases steadily up to about 20 a
Co. A disordered crystalline solid solution of Fe–Co can a
be formed by mechanical alloying.18 The saturation magne
tization measured in the samples so obtained is proportio
to the average hyperfine magnetic field, which increases w
the addition of cobalt in the matrix of bcc iron. The curre
interpretation of the observed results is that the increas
the mean magnetic moment is due to the increase of
magnetic moment at the Fe atoms, while the Co ato
should maintain a constantm value at about 1.85mB .15,17
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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General-potential linear augmented plane wave~LAPW!
calculations of the electronic structure in equiatomic Fe–
was performed by Liu and Singh7 in order to investigate in
which extent the LSDA considering spherical approxim
tions for the potential was responsible for the observed
crepancies between polarized-neutron-scattering studies
the first-principles calculations of Schwarz and Salahu5

The lattice parameter obtained for the equiatomic FeCo
slightly smaller~3%! than the measured value. Besides,
though this treatment gives some improvement regarding
asphericity of the spin density some differences still rema
which lead them to conclude as being a underestimation
the LSD approach. One feature pointed out in this work is
the radius of the atomic sphere is increased from 2.15 to
a.u., the amount of interstitial charge decreases from ab
2.9 to 2.1 electrons per cell, whereas the spin polarizati
within the spheres change by less than 0.02 electrons, w
reflects the fact that the moments arise from the polariza
of the 3d orbitals. Indeed, the calculations also confirmed
enhancement of the Fe moment in this composition over
bcc iron, while the Co moment is similar to the value
hexagonal-close-packed~hcp! Co.

Multilayer films consisting of ferromagnetic elemen
also have attracted much attention because of high mag
flux density. More recently molecular beam epitaxy~MBE!
grown Co/Fe superlattices with thickness varying in t
range from 5 to 42 Å have been grown on GaAs~110!
substrates.22 The x-ray diffraction~XRD! and nuclear mag-
netic resonance~NMR! analysis of the chemical short rang
order confirm that cobalt can be stabilized in a bcc struct
up to a critical thickness of 21 Å. Fe–Co films deposited
an alternating multilayer structure were also obtained b
magnetron dc-sputtering method, which have an artificial
perlattice structure with crystallographic coherence betw
constituent layers.23 The films so obtained are bcc with~110!
planes parallel to the film surface and its lattice constan
smaller than for bulk iron, and decreases linearly to ab
2.81 Å with increasing cobalt layer thickness. The films a
ferromagnetic with an easy magnetization direction in
film plane. In comparison with that of Fe–Co alloy films, th
magnetization is smaller for multilayers with a thicker F
than Co layer and larger for those with a thinner Fe than
layer. Thus, the large magnetization of Fe–Co films is att
uted to the large magnetization of bcc Co relative to bulk h
Co.

Most of the calculations that have been done previou
in Fe–Co alloy systems are concerned with orderi
disordering processes or on the description of the magn
zation with cobalt concentration at the equiatomic compo
tion or ordered phases. There is still a lack of a f
description of a microscopic point of view of the hyperfin
properties, such as the contact field and isomer shift, as
as how the occupancies of the 3d spin-down states and th
s-like states depend on the cobalt concentration. In this
ticle, we discuss the effect on the magnetic properties
replacing each atom in the immediate neighborhood of a
atom by Co atoms. We investigate also the dependenc
the magnetic properties on the thick of iron layers in mu
layered structures. In the calculations, we employ the
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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crete variational~DV! method24 to obtain the electronic
structure of disordered bcc Fe–Co alloys and multilayers
spin-polarized calculations in the LSD approximation. F
the potential of the exchange-correlation energy is adop
the Barth–Hedin approximation.25 Since the DV method has
been described in detail in the literature listed above, we w
concentrate our attention particularly on the discussion of
results of the present calculations.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To solve the self-consistent one-particle Kohn–Sh
equations, the molecular orbitals are expanded on a bas
atomic numerical orbitals, where we adopted the minim
basis, which includes 1s– 4p orbitals for both Fe and Co
The molecular clusters representing the alloys in the
phase were built up with 15 atoms, including two shells
neighbors around the central atom. The known experime
value of 5.416 a.u. was used for the lattice spacing of
iron. The origin of coordinates is at the body centered s
For the superlattices, we used also a 15 atom cluster with
same lattice spacing as before but now with the@110# direc-
tion parallel to thez axis. Thus, the cube is rotated so that t
first nearest neighborhood~NN! consists of eight atoms equ
distant of the central atom, at the corners of rectangles,
in the planez50 and four in the planey50. The next near-
est neighbors~NNN! are four atoms in the planex50 distant
a/A2 from the origin of coordinates. Furthermore, there a
two atoms in thex axis at6a. The adopted superstructure
are: ~i! a Fe/Co interface, where the atoms in thez50 and
the lower planes are Fe atoms;~ii ! a Co/Fe interface, with a
plane of Co atoms atz50; ~iii ! a Fe/Co monolayer~plane Fe
at z50), and~iv! a multilayer, consisting of three planes o
Fe~Co! atoms, with the middle plane of Fe atoms atz50.
The potential crystal was made up of about 400 atoms.
tential wells in the crystal region were truncated near
Fermi surface in order to prevent the migration of electro
from the cluster toward low-lying states in the crystal. T
embedding scheme is well described in detail elsewher
the literature.26 As usual the central atom of each cluster
chosen as the probe atom which is expected to exhibit b
like properties.

In Fig. 1 are displayed the 3d partial density of states
~PDOS! for the central atom representing pure bcc iron~a!,
for single Co impurity in bcc iron host~b!, and for the cluster
with eight Co NN atoms around the central iron atom~c!. As
one observes in Fig. 1~a! the majority PDOS are entirely
fulfilled and the hole states are in the spin-down band
expected, whereas the Fermi energy falls into a minimum
the minority-spin DOS. For the single Co atom, Fig. 1~b!
shows a sharp resonance just at the Fermi energy for spi
states~which indicates that these electrons indeed give
major contribution for the electronic specific heat coefficie
g, Cc(T)5gT) and another one above it for spin-dow
states. However, in spite of the high intensity of this peak
topological features of this PDOS are similar to that for pu
bcc Fe showed in Fig. 1~a!. The smaller exchange splittin
for Co is also clear in Fig. 1~b!, with a high peak atEF which
forms a partially occupied bound state. Moreover, thed
ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to ] IP:
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FIG. 1. 3d PDOS for:~a! pure bcc iron;~b! a single Co impurity, and~c! a Fe atom with eight Co NN atoms.
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states are well localized in the energy space, and a s
peak is also observed just at the Fermi energy for thed
spin-down states. The lower-lying occupied spin-down sta
are separated from the higher antibonding states by a m
mum just above the Fermi surface, as is typical for bcc m
als. The ordered equiatomic condition is represented by
cluster with eight Co NN atoms around the central iron ato
whose PDOS are showed in Fig. 1~c!. This result is in agree-
ment with earlier calculations, which have shown that
majority-spin 3d states are fully occupied and a very prom
nent peak appears above the Fermi surface for both Fe
Co atoms for minority spins in this case.7 In fact, by com-
paring the Figs. 1~a! and 1~c! one observes very similar fea
tures between these diagrams. It has been pointed out b
that Fe is magnetically weak because of an insuffici
electron–electron interaction to the bandwidth ratio, while
disordered FeCo this interaction for the Co atoms could
sists the weaker interaction in Fe in saturating the b
magnetization.6 This should arise from the enhancement
the exchange splitting relative to pure Fe, as can be obse
in these diagrams, which confirms indeed that equiato
FeCo is a strong ferromagnet.

In Figs. 2 and 3 are displayed the 3d PDOS for the
superstructures. For the Fe atom at the interface, Fig.~a!
shows some loss of structure in the 3d subbands, whereas fo
the Co atom at the interface showed in Fig. 2~b! one ob-
serves a high peak just above the Fermi surface for the s
down 3d hole states. Observing these diagrams, one can
how the majority-spin 3d PDOS for both Fe and Co atoms
the interface are very similar. However, the 3d minority-spin
PDOS for the Co atom showed in Fig. 2~b! has more weight
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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than that for Fe, owing to the extra electron for Co, which
turn has a lower value to the magnetic moment. In Fig. 3~a!
one can verify that for Fe atoms in a monolayer thed
spin-up states are more spread out in energy, as well
bonding character for the spin-down states. For
multilayer, in Fig. 3~b! is clearly observed a loss of couplin
for the 3d electrons of Fe atoms in the middle plane and
increase of the population of spin-downd electrons, which in
turn should decrease the local moment.

FIG. 2. 3d PDOS for:~a! a Fe atom at a Fe/Co interface;~b! a Co atom at
a Co/Fe interface.
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In Table I are shown the partial charges for the cen
iron atoms obtained in the present calculations. As one
serves, our results show that in Fe–Co alloys the irond
population for spin-up electrons increases with the addit
of Co atoms in the first shell of neighbors around an ir
atom. Thus, the observed increase of them value at the equi-
atomic composition arises from both the increase of the c
tribution from spin-up electrons in this subband and from
decrease of the population of the spin-down states, relativ
pure iron. The contribution from spin-up conduction ele
trons for the local moment of Co is similar to that for Fe,
one should expect considering that Co is magnetically s
rated. The local symmetry plays a minor rule for the orbi
populations, as can be checked out in the table.

The calculated magnetic properties are listed in Table
As one verifies, the local symmetry has no effect on the lo
moment. Besides, the conduction band contribution is alw
negative, and has opposite variation to that coming fromd
electrons. The Co atom as a single impurity in this h

FIG. 3. 3d PDOS for a Fe atom:~a! in a monolayer, and~b! at a middle
plane in a multilayer of three planes of Fe~Co! atoms.

TABLE I. Calculated electronic distribution in the different subbands
each cluster.

Cluster 3d↑ 3d↓ 4s↑ 4s↓ 4p↑ 4p↓

FeFe8Fe6 4.5421 1.9027 0.2885 0.4489 0.2502 0.437
CoFe8Fe6 4.7800 2.5891 0.3274 0.5003 0.2773 0.602
FeFe2Co1Fe6 4.3099 2.3318 0.3532 0.4825 0.2628 0.502
FeFe6Co2Fe6

a 4.5495 1.9712 0.3336 0.4595 0.2958 0.526
FeFe6Co2Fe6

b 4.5349 1.9827 0.3429 0.4527 0.3017 0.521
FeFe4Co4Fe6

c 4.6423 1.8633 0.3593 0.4558 0.3114 0.512
FeFe4Co4Fe6

d 4.6001 1.9117 0.3551 0.3196 0.4374 0.507
FeCo8Fe6 4.7158 1.8027 0.3383 0.3668 0.2568 0.364
FeFe8Co6 4.6225 1.9513 0.3321 0.4343 0.2857 0.451
FeFe8Fe6Co1 4.2693 2.2403 0.3575 0.4800 0.3056 0.579

aD3d
bC2v
cTd
dD2d
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shows am value close to hcp Co (1.75mB); the experimental
results is about 1.7mB .6 The addition of one Co atom in th
first neighborhood reduces the local moment at the cen
Co atom to 1.27mB . In fact, experimental results have ind
cated that in dilute alloys the Co atoms do not fill random
the lattice, since Co avoids to have Co first neighbors.11 With
one Co NN atom, the central iron moment decreases
1.61mB , coming up mostly from the reduction of the spin-u
3d eletrons, which are being transfered to the spin-do
subband; for the Co atom in this cluster, we obtainedm
51.84mB . Since there, the iron moment increases steadly
to 2.78mB for eight Co NN atoms~where mCo51.83mB),
which is in good agreement with the experimental pred
tions. With two~four! Co NN atoms we obtained
1.82(1.80)mB for the local moment at the Co atoms; so o
results also confirm a constant value for the magnetic m
ment of Co atoms in this matrix. Themc contribution de-
creases in the table to a minimum for eight Co NN atom
Besides, one Co NNN atom causes the same effect on
local moment at the central iron atom as a substitution in
first neighborhood. In the table one sees also that the Fe a
at the interface shows a small reduction of the local mom
relative to bulk atoms, whereas the Co atom have an
hanced value over the pure cobalt. For a monolayer, the
atoms exhibit a largerm value, besides a smaller contributio
of the conduction electrons to the local moment. Finally,
the middle plane of three planes of iron atoms in a multila
ered structure is observed a lower value of the magnetic
ment at Fe atoms. These features are confirmed by exp
mental results.23,27

The Q value in Table II shows the charge transfer
each case. The Co atom isolated in bcc iron host acts a
atractor for electrons. Nevertheless, the presence of one

TABLE II. Calculated parameters for the central atom: total magnetic m
ment ~m!, the contribution from the conduction band 4s14p (mc), the
charge transfer~Q!, the contact field (Hc), and the isomer shift~IS!, relative
to a-iron. a-Fe means pure bcc iron in another type of cluster, adopted
the superstructures. The multilayer results account for Fe atoms in a s
structure consisting of three planes of Fe~Co! atoms.

Cluster m mc Q Hc(kG) IS~mm/s!

FeFe8Fe6 2.29 20.35 0.17 2347 ¯

CoFe8Fe6 1.65 20.47 20.11 2465 ¯

CoFe7Co1Fe6 1.27 20.40 20.06 2449 ¯

FeFe7Co1Fe6 1.61 20.37 20.19 2425 0.14
FeFe6Co2Fe6

a 2.22 20.35 20.10 2476 0.06
FeFe6Co2Fe6

b 2.22 20.33 20.10 2458 0.06
FeFe4Co4Fe6

c 2.48 20.30 20.11 2462 0.06
FeFe4Co4Fe6

d 2.42 20.27 20.09 2457 0.06
FeCo8Fe6 2.72 20.20 20.08 2420 0.06
FeFe8Co6 2.40 20.31 20.07 2405 0.03
FeFe8Fe5Co1 1.63 20.39 20.19 2427 0.03
a2Fe 2.26 20.29 0.14 2320 ¯

Fe/interface 2.18 20.28 20.04 2419 0.07
Co/interface 1.87 20.24 0.01 2374 ¯

monolayer 2.57 20.18 0.09 2406 0.10
multilayer 1.62 20.40 20.34 2470 0.01

aD3d
bC2v
cTd
dD2d
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NN atom decreases the ionization at the central Fe at
which also changes signal. The further addition of Co ato
in its immediate vicinity causes an inflow of electrons in
the iron site, which is decreasing as more solute atoms
being added. Besides, the addition of one Co NNN at
brings out the same disturbance in the charge transfer
replacement in the first shell of neighbors around the cen
iron atom. However, for the ordered situation with the s
ond shell of neighbors completely filled up with cobalt a
oms, the central iron site has a small ionization. Because
is more electronegative than Fe the ionization of the iron
is quite sensitive to the local atomic arrangement in this m
trix. Furthermore, for the iron atoms at the interface is o
served a small ionization, whereas the Co atoms do not
fer any charge transfer in this case. In the other hand, the
a striking difference between theQ values for the monolaye
and the multilayer.

The contribution of the core orbitals to the contact fie
(Hc) are obtained by means of a atomic calculation in theXa

approximation, by using the converged electronic configu
tions from the molecular calculations, after an appropri
diagonal weighed population analysis in order to obtain
atomic orbital populations. This treatment is advisable c
sidering the finite cluster size. The conduction electrons c
tribution is obtained directly from the molecular orbitals.
Table II one sees thatHc is always negative and quite se
sitive to the local symmetry in this matrix. This contact fie
increases steadily up to the addition of four Co atoms in
immediate neighborhood of iron sites. At the equiatom
composition, our results indicate that a reduction of the
ternal field is expected due to the lowest contribution fro
the 4s electrons in this case, which has the same signa
that from the deep core electrons which gives the main c
tribution to the local field. For six Co NNN atoms is ob
served a reduction of the contact field, which arises from
reduction of the contribution from localized electrons to t
spin density at iron nuclei. It has been pointed out bef
from band-structure calculations that the loss of spin-do
4s electrons upon alloying is responsible to the differen
between calculated and experimental results for the con
field.15 This occupancy should decrease with cobalt conc
tration, thus giving decreasing field values, which are ne
tive and have the same signal of the contribution from
conduction electrons to the spin density at iron nuclei. T
3d spin-down antibonding states formed during alloying a
repulsed to higher energy, pulling together the spin-downs
states through the exchange interactions. The overall cha
in the 4s occupancy with alloying have a small contributio
of spin-up 4s population. Moreover, one Co NNN causes t
same effect in theHc value at the iron nucleus as when
occupies the first coordination sphere, thus confirming
somewhat long range order mechanism in this case. Ne
theless, the highestHc value is not occurring when the satu
ration of the magnetization takes place, and no linear co
lation exists between them. The changes occurring in
local field are mostly due to the variation of the co
eletron-s spin density at iron nuclei, which is quite sensitiv
to the occupancy of the neighboring shells by Co atom
Finally, for both Co and Fe atoms at the interface, in Table
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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one can see larger values for the contact field, as wel
larger values forHc for multilayers with a thicker Fe layer.

Contrary to the contact field, the isomer shift is prac
cally insensitive to the introduction of Co atoms in the fir
neighborhood of the iron sites at 0 K. All calculated IS va
ues are positive, in accordance with experimental res
from Mössbauer spectrometry.15 With the occupancies by Co
atoms in the second shell of neighbors the IS values are e
smaller, although they are closer to the experimental res
at room temperature. In fact, it is known from experimen
results that for a disordered alloy with 30 at. % Co, IS
creases from 0.03 mm/s at room temperature up to ab
0.045 mm/s at 77 K, and is constant up to 40 at. % C
decreasing thereafter to 0.04 mm/s at 50 at. % Co.11,15 How-
ever, for the superstructures IS is strongly dependent on
thick of iron layers, as can be seen in Table II, and kee
positive value too. Although these results are holding fo
K, one should keep in mind also that the effect of the cob
concentration on lattice spacing is not being considered
the present calculations, which has a profound effect on
calculated hyperfine properties such asHc and IS. It is
known that the magnitude of the contact field decreases u
ordering, an effect which is also confirmed by our calcu
tions. Actually, another feature depicted from these result
that one should be very careful about the nonlocal contri
tions to the contact field in order to understand the chan
occurring during alloying. However, our results are primar
concerned with the behavior of those quantities with com
sition through a microscopic description, and a good agr
ment of these trends with the experimental results
achieved.

In summary, we have performed first-principles calcu
tions in LSDA to study local magnetic properties and t
electronic structure of disordered Fe–Co alloys and multil
ers. In brief, the average magnetic moment increases du
the increase of the polarization of the irond orbitals, besides
the changes in the population of both spin-up and spin-do
4s subbands. The local Co magnetic moment is about
same as in pure bcc cobalt, whereas the local iron mom
increases with the cobalt concentration. In equiatomic Fe
an enhanced moment is obtained over the pure bcc
value. The local spin DOS for the equiatomic alloy shows
fully occupied 3d subband, whereas the 4s minority states
has a strong effect on the enhancement of the iron mom
The saturation of the magnetization should arises from
increase of the effective electron-electron interaction in
iron atoms. For the multilayers, our results predict a stro
dependence for Fe atoms of the local moment, contact fi
and isomer shift with the thick of iron layers. Actually, th
calculated internal field increases for thicker Fe layers, wh
is in accord with the experimental results. The hyperfine fi
of iron in the interface monolayers in the magnetic multila
ers is found to be substantially reduced compared with
in the corresponding bulk metal, in strong contrast to
highly enhanced magnetic moments in the same monolay
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